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AFRICA

A Foreword about African Ecosystems
Africa is a large continent, and as such, it features a huge diversity of ecosystems or “biomes”, many of which
presents unique characteristics related to the specific conditions of particular areas. On this page, we introduce
only a few basic, generic types of African ecosystems, as a “user guide” for the non-specialist, in order to help
him/her use the XfrogPlants African models appropriately in digital recreations of African landscapes. These
generic categories do not describe all the complexity and specific varieties, nor they go into the necessary depth:
both tasks going beyond the purpose of this manual.
The basic differences with the temperate world regions must be kept in mind. For instance, in a large part of
Africa, the seasonal turn in broadleaf trees is not determined by temperature, like in the temperate world, but by
precipitations: broadleaf trees lose their leaves in the dry season. This situation also affects evergreens: several
of them are in fact classified as semi-evergreens, because depending on the region they live in, or on possible
drought, they can temporarily lose their leaves in order to survive a difficult circumstance.

The Main Generic African Ecosystems
Probably the most typical of African ecosystems is the Savannah (called Bushveld in Southern Africa), which
dominates a large part of Eastern and South-Eastern Africa. The Savannah is, in fact, divided into several subtypes, bearing significant differences from each other. We outline the basic ones:

GRASSLAND SAVANNAH

In this type of Savannah, only grasses can survive the temperatures and the scarcity of water and soil nutrients.

SHRUBLAND SAVANNAH

There, grasses are joined by small shrubs, usually deciduous or semi-evergreen. Occasionally, where there is
deep water, you can also find isolated small trees (usually acacias and other drought-resistant species) or palms
(usually Doum palms).

BUSHLAND SAVANNAH

Bushland Savannah is the intermediate area between Shrubland and Woodland Savannahs. It is probably the
most diffused type of Savannah, and the one that hosts the bigger variety of animal life. There, in addition to
grasses and shrubs, you can find a variety of larger bushes, small and medium-sized trees. You can sometimes
also find the majestic lonesome Baobab.

WOODLAND SAVANNAH

Woodland Savannah hosts a variety of trees of small, medium and also large sizes, alternated with large clearings. Woodland Savannah only occurs where the yearly precipitations insure enough water quantity and change
for the full development of trees. The ground is usually rockier than the other types of Savannah, and there are
sometimes areas subject to seasonal floods (read about them later).
Savannahs of course are only a part of the African landscape.
Here’s the description of the other biomes:
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Another significant presence on the African continent is that of forests.
There are, of course, different types of forest ecosystems. Here’s the main ones:

EQUATORIAL FOREST

Also called Rain Forest, this type of forest is found over the so-called Equatorial Belt, that is, the large longitudinal area that follows the Equator line from East to West. Due to differences in the land conformation, the Equatorial Belt is larger and denser on the West side of Africa than it is on the East side. This ecosystem is characterized by constant temperatures and constant, high levels of precipitation all year long. For this reason, it mostly
hosts evergreen species.

RIVERINE (“TUNNEL”) FOREST

The riverine forest features a somehow similar vegetation to that of the Equatorial forests, but occurs only along
rivers and streams, even on regions that are not Equatorial but more typically Tropical. This means that they can
be found even on drier lands, and when seen from above, they look like big green tunnels running through ochre
land — hence their name.

COASTAL AND DUNE FOREST

Coastal forest can have many sub-types depending on the shape and altitude of the land. It is impossible to cover
them all here, but they have some common points: vegetation must be salttolerant, wind-resistant, and able to
grow on very poor soils (rocky, gravely, or sandy).

SWAMP FOREST

Swamp forests host very different species compared to the other types of forest. There, the vegetation must be
able to live in a partial or (like is the case of some plants) even total immersion in the waters. Mangroves are the
most immediately recognizable vegetation of this type.

MOUNTAIN FOREST

AS the name suggests, these are the tropical forests that cover mountain sides. Being characterized by the altitude, they are usually formed by a mixture of conifers and broadleaves, both of which must be able to resist the
occasional or seasonal tropical drought periods.

SEASONAL FLOOD AREAS

These areas are characterized by regular seasonal floods of water courses which afterwards retreat.
They can occur in diverse areas (most commonly in low-altitude savannah plains) and are
very different from the swamp forests, so you must not mistake one for the other. The vegetation
on seasonal flood areas is usually formed by palms and hydrophilous tall plants.
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DESERTS

Deserts cover a large part of the African continent. There are several types and sub-types of deserts, but for ease
we can summarize them into two main types: sandy deserts (such as Sahara), and rocky deserts. In Africa, you
can find both, in many local sub-varieties. Vegetation life in deserts is usually limited to a few and very specialized
species (usually succulents).

ARID AND SEMI-ARID AREAS

Arid areas are those areas surrounding the properly said deserts. Differently from deserts, arid areas feature
subterranean waters (at different levels of depth), and receive a slightly larger and longer amount of precipitations. In the arid areas you can find succulents of tree-like sizes, but you also can occasionally find real trees,
shrubs, and palms, located over underground waters.

MOUNTAIN GRASSLAND

Grasslands are not only found in low– and mid-altitude savannahs, but also on mountain sides and table-land,
where the altitude is too high for trees to grow, or the rainfall is too scarce, or the soil is too poor, or a combination of the above. Mountain Grassland looks significantly different from Grassland Savannah: it is usually much
greener and more sparsely distributed.

MOUNTAIN BUSHLAND

You can find Mountain Shrubland at mid– and high-altitudes, where the rainfall would allow for the growth of large
trees but the soil is too rocky, steep, or poor in nutrients to host them. There, less demanding shrubs and small
trees cover the land, usually in a sparse, low-density fashion.
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01.

Umbrella Acacia

AFRICA

( Acacia tortilis )

Tree, deciduous broadleaf
Shape : Broad spreading
Origin : Eastern and South-Eastern Africa
Environment : Bushland and shrubland savannah; on hill slopes, river terraces, dry courses
Climate : Hot, warm; drought-resistant
African Names : Mgunga (Swahili), Ol-gorete, Ol-tepesi (Maasai)
Notes :
This is a very common species, widespread over
most savannah Africa. There are about 100 Acacia
species in Africa. This one can appear with flat or
umbrella-shaped crown. When young, it curiously
looks like a triangular shrub. The combination of
the different age shapes gives the Eastern Africa
savannah it’s typical look. Pods and leaves are highly
nutritional. Elephants also eat the bark. Giraffes
browse the foliage careless of the dense thorns.

Adult
15 m
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Medium
10 m

Young
3m
shrubby

01. Umbrella Acacia ( Acacia tortilis )
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02.

Arrow Poison

AFRICA

( Acokanthera venenata / oppositifolia )

Shrub/Tree, semi-evergreen broadleaf
Shape : Broad spreading
Origin : Eastern and South-Eastern Africa
Environment : Woodland savannah, dry forest margins, river forests
Climate : Warm, mild; on well-drained soil
African Names : Mururu (Kikuyu), Ol-morijoi (Maasai), Mukweu (Kamba)
Notes :
Arrows Poison is a small tree or shrub that is common in wooded
places in a variety of South-Eastern Africa habitats. Like most
members of Apocynaceae family (e.g. Oleander and Bottle Trees),
it is lethally poisonous in all parts and in very small doses: a case
has been recorded of a man who died by eating meat grilled on
the fire of Arrow Poison’s wood! As the name obviously implies,
the bark, root and leaves are used to prepare poison for arrows.

Adult
7m
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Medium (1)
4m
Medium (2)
3m
dead (higher
branch detail)

02. Arrow Poison ( Acokanthera venenata / oppositifolia )

03.

Baobob

AFRICA

( Adansonia digitata )

Tree, deciduous broadleaf
Shape : Broad spreading
Origin : Eastern Africa (from Sahara borders to Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana)
Environment : Dry hot shrubland, bushland, and woodland savannah
Climate : Hot, warm, mild; drought-tolerant; frost-intolerant
African Names : Mbuyu (Swahili), Ol-mesera (Maasai), Maramba (Pare),

Isimuku (Zulu), Mowana (Tswana), Kremetartboom (Afrikaans)

Notes :
Not really a tall tree (up to 20 m.), Baobab has a trunk that
can grow larger than 10 meters! It grows single in open spaces
because it’s a too weak competitor for forests, due to it’s very
slow growth. It is mostly found in hot dry areas, but this must
not deceive: Baobabs thrive if planted in rainy areas, as long as
the soil is well drained. Baobab is one of the longest living trees,
the biggest exemplars being 2,000 years old. It can survive total
cuts and fires.

Adult (1)
20 m
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Medium
12 m
polycormic

Adult (2)
14 m
barren
(higher branch detail)

03. Baobab ( Adansonia digitata )
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04.

Tree Aloe

AFRICA

( Aloe bainesii / barberae )

Arboreal Evergreen Plant
Shape : Upright
Origin : Natal (South Africa)
Environment : Wooded ravines, coastal bush, high-rainfall mountain grassland
Climate : Warm, mild, temperate; drought-tolerant; frost-intolerant
African Names : Boomaalwyn (Afrikaans), Inkalane enkulu (Zulu)
Notes :
This solitary-growing, tree-looking succulent plant with a thick
trunk and two– or three-forked branches grows of preference on
rocky ground and slopes. It can tolerate a wide range of temperatures and soil types, but requires a full sunlight or light shade
position. It loves rainy summers, but tolerates drought. It is the
largest of tree aloes, being able to sometimes reach heights of
up to 18 meters!

Adult
10 m
multi-branched
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Medium (1)
7m
Medium (2)
4m

Young
1.5 m

04. Tree Aloe ( Aloe bainesii / barberae )

05.

Egyptian Carissa

AFRICA

( Carissa edulis )

Shrub/Tree, evergreen broadleaf
Shape : Broad spreading
Origin : Eastern Africa (Ethiopia)
Environment : Shrubland savannah, dry forest edges
Climate : Hot, warm
African Names : Mtanda-mboo (Swahili), Muyonza (Luganda), Manka (Chagga)
Notes :
Also known as Natal Plum, this scrambling, spiny shrub is
widespread throughout Eastern Africa, from Southern Egypt to
Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania, down to Northernmost South Africa.
It is the most commonly found shrub in bushland savannah.
Carissa is used to treat malaria, intestinal worms and as pregnancy painkiller. The edible fruits are an alternative food source
during famine.

Adult
5m
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Young
2m

Medium
3.5 m

05. Egyptian Carissa ( Carissa edulis )
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06.

River Wild Pear

AFRICA

( Dombeya kirkii )

Shrub/Tree, deciduous broadleaf
Shape : Broad columnar
Origin : South-Eastern Africa (Zimbabwe, Mozambique)
Environment : Low-altitude bushland savannah, usually in riverline thickets
Climate : Warm
African Names : Rivierdrolpeer (Afrikaans)
Notes :
The Dombeya genus includes over 190 species of shrubs and
small trees, all known for their large soft leaves and their blossoming. They usually grow at forest margins and along rivers,
and thrive best in light shade. The River Wild Pear is typically
found along rivers (hence the common name), grows very fast,
and is much appreciated by black rhinos, who eat both the leaves
and bark!

Adult
4m
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Medium
2.5 m

Young
1m

06. River Wild Pear ( Dombeya kirkii )
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07.

Kei Apple

AFRICA

( Dovyalis caffra / Aberia caffra )

Shrub/Tree, evergreen broadleaf
Shape : Broad spreading
Origin : South Africa
Environment : Coastal forests, bushland savannah, riverline thickets
Climate : Warm, mild, temperate; moderately frost-resistant
African Names : Keiappel (Afrikaans), Kaiyaba (Kikuyu)
Notes :
The Kei Apple is a much-branched thorny shrub or small tree
whose large orange fruits are edible, although acidic, and used to
make excellent jam. It is a hardy species, that is often found at
altitudes above 1,200 meters. It prefers well-drained soils. The
foliage is a much appreciated food for wild animals. Kei Apples
are tolerant of salt and drought, and often found as coastal
shrub.

Adult
5m
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Young
1.5 m

Medium
3m

07. Kei Apple ( Dovyalis caffra / Aberia caffra )
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08.

Dragon Tree

AFRICA
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( Dracaena draco )

Arboreal Evergreen Plant
Shape : Upright, with rounded crown
Origin : Canary Islands (large of Western Sahara coasts)
Environment : Dry bush, at low altitudes, on rocky ground and slopes
Climate : Hot, warm; in full sunlight; frost-intolerant

Notes :
Dracaena is an African genus of arboreal plants. The
Dragon Tree owes his name to the myth of the 11th
labour of Hercules, who killed Landon, a hundredheaded
dragon whose blood gave birth to this tree. A very slow
grower, it takes it 15 or more years to reach an height of
1 meter! It is flowering that causes the branches to split,
which happens regularly every 10 years and gives this
plant it’s regular shape. The Dragon Tree can live very
long, over 1,000 years.

Adult
10 m

AFRICA

Medium
5m

08. Dragon Tree ( Dracaena draco )

Young
3m
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09.

Bushman’s River Cycad

AFRICA

( Encephalartos altensteinii )

Evergreen Cycad
Shape : Broad
Origin : Natal (South Africa)
Environment : Coastal and river sites, in open shrubland or leaning

from steep rocky slopes; closed evergreen forests in valleys
Climate : Warm, mild
African Names : Oos-Kaapse broodboom (Afrikaans)

Notes :
Also known as Eastern Cape Cycad, or Bread Tree Cycad,
this species belongs to the Encephalartos genus, whose
name, of Greek origin, means “bread in the head”. This
refers to the Hottentots’ practice of burying the pith for two
months before baking it as bread. The burial destroys the
toxins in the pith. It is a longlived species, but like the whole
genus, it is classified as endangered.

Adult
7m
leaning from ravine
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Young
1.5 m

Medium
4.5 m
group

09. Bushman’s River Cycad ( Encephalartos altensteinii )
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10.

Forest Sandpaper Fig

AFRICA

( Ficus exasperata )

Tree, deciduous broadleaf
Shape : Broad spreading
Origin : Central Africa
Environment : In evergreen forests, also in secondary forests
Climate : Warm
African Names : Woudskurwevy (Afrikaans), Msasa
Notes :
This species (one of the over 800 in the Ficus genus!)
is widely distributed throughout Central Africa, from
Mozambique, Zambia and Northern Angola to Senegal
and Ethiopia. It is also found in Southernmost Arabian
peninsula and Southern India. The leaves are very
rough on both sides, and for this reason they are
widely used as a substitute for sandpaper, and also
for medical applications in traditional medicine.

Adult
18 m
in clearing
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Young
3m
in forest, leaning
for light

Medium
14 m
in forest

10. Forest Sandpaper Fig ( Ficus exasperata )

11.

African Doum Palm

AFRICA

( Hyphaene thebaica )

Palm
Shape : Branching; sparsely clustering
Origin : Northern and North-Eastern Africa
Environment : Open savannah, near coasts, along streams in arid inland
Climate : Hot, warm; dry; highly salt– and draught-resistant
African Names : Mkoma, Mkoche (Swahili), Eng’oli (Turkana), Mlala (Giriama)
Notes :
Also known as Gingerbread Palm, it is one of the very
few truly branching palms. It can even grow in arid
areas near deserts, as long as there are subsurface
waters that it’s deeply penetrating roots can reach. It
is a landmark of Eastern Africa bushland savannah,
where it often appears mixed with flat-top acacias, and
is heavily browsed by elephants. It was revered by early
Egyptians and often depicted on their frescoes. Seeds
have been found in Pharaos’ tombs.

Adult
10 m
clump
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Medium
6m

Young
4m

11. African Doum Palm ( Hyphaene thebaica )
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12.

African Mahogany

AFRICA

( Khaya ivorensis )

Tree, evergreen broadleaf
Shape : Broad columnar
Origin : West Equatorial Africa (Ivory Coast, Ghana, Nigeria)
Environment : Equatorial forests, riverine fringe forests
Climate : Warm; humid
African Names : Akuk, Bandoro, Degema, Acajou, Bisselon,
Bitehi, Diala iri, Eri Kiree, Ogwango

Notes :
The African Mahogany is one of the largest jungle trees, often 45
m. tall. It is widely diffused, in several local varieties, throughout
the Equatorial region of West Africa. It can grow in a multi-trunk
shape. The scarcity of Honduras’ true Mahogany has led to an
increasing use of African Mahogany for timber wood use. The
wood is excellent for furniture and boat building.

Adult
30 m
polycormic
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Medium
15 m

12. African Mahogany ( Khaya ivorensis )

Young
5m
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13.

Wild Peach

AFRICA

( Kiggelaria africana )

Tree, evergreen broadleaf
Shape : Broad spreading
Origin : Southern Africa
Environment : Inland and coastal forests, wooded ravines, rocky outcrops in

grasslands, bushland and woodland savannah
Climate : Warm, mild; in full sunlight; moderately frost-hardy
African Names : Wildeperske (Afrikaans), umKokoko (Xhosa), uMunwe (Zulu)

Notes :
This robust low-branching tree is widely diffused in Southern
Africa, from Kenya to Western Cape. Some people think that
touching it will attract lighting, but the South Sotho use it to
protect their kraals. The common name is because of the juvenile
leaves being similar to Peach tree leaves. Many birds choose this
tree as their home, because of the evergreen foliage.

Adult
20 m
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AFRICA

Young
3m
Medium
7m

13. Wild Peach ( Kiggelaria africana )
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14.

African Boxwood

AFRICA

( Myrsine africana )

Shrub, evergreen broadleaf
Shape : Rounded
Origin : Southern and Eastern Africa
Environment : Forest margins, bush clumps, in sunlight or shade
Climate : Warm, mild; salt-resistant
African Names : Mirting (Afrikaans)
Notes :
Also known as Cape Myrtle, this densely branched shrub
grows on well-drained soil and is sometimes considered
an invasive weed. It is salt-hardy and for this reason often
found along coasts in the Cape region of South Africa. In
Ethiopia and Kenya the African Boxwood is widely used for
treatment of malaria, tuberculosis and tape worm disease.
Crushed leaves are aromatic. An almost identical species
grows in Eastern Asia.

model 1
2m
clump
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model 3
1m
single, withered

model 2
1.5 m
single

14. African Boxwood ( Myrsine africana )

15.

Triangle Palm

AFRICA

( Neodypsis decaryi )

Palm
Shape : Triangular
Origin : South-Eastern Madagascar
Environment : Dry forests, on poor soil, in full sunlight or partial shade
Climate : Warm; moderately cold-resistant; extremely draught-resistant

Notes :
The Triangle Palm is immediately unmistakeable, because of the
leaves precisely arranged in three planes of symmetrical columns.
It’s native of a very small region of South-eastern Madagascar,
where it is seriously threatened of extinction because people
collects so many seeds for export that the palms can not regenerate themselves. The extraordinary visual charm of this species
is turning it into a more and more successful landscape decoration
item.

Adult
8m
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Medium
4m
Young
2m

15. Triangle Palm ( Neodypsis decaryi )
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16.

Large Bottle Tree

AFRICA

( Pachypodium geayi )

Arboreal plant
Shape : Upright
Origin : South-western Madagascar
Environment : On rocky slopes, in full sunlight, on very well drained soil
Climate : Hot, warm, mild; dry or arid; extremely draught-resistant

Notes :
Pachypodium is a genus of African succulent arboreal plants that
comprises 23 species, 18 native of Madagascar and 5 native of the
continent. They are all xerophyte, meaning that they live in dry
or even arid conditions, both because of the long dry season (up
to 10 months) and because they grow on rocky, sandy or gravely
soils, that do not retain water and nutrients. They can survive cold
winters, but their leaves die and they fall in dormant state. The big
trunk of Pachypodium geayi resembles a bottle shape, hence the
common name.

Adult
10 m
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Medium
5m
Young
1.5 m

16. Large Bottle Tree ( Pachypodium geayi )
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17.

Senegal Date Palm

AFRICA

( Phoenix reclinata )

Palm
Shape : clumping; broad spreading
Origin : Equatorial Africa
Environment : along rivers, swamps, in forest clearings, on rocky mountain

sides, coastal dunes, seasonally flooded bushland savannah
Climate : Hot, warm; cold-intolerant
African Names : Mkindu (Swahili), Makindu (Kamba), Olpiroo (Arusha)

Notes :
Also known as African Wild Date Palm, this densely clumping palm’s
Latin name reclinata hints at the way the outer stems gently bend
and lean forward. This species suckers vigorously, and an adult
clump can sometimes count even 20 stems! Wild and unpruned, it
quickly forms walls of clumps that are nearly impenetrable to man.
It grows from sea level to 3,000 m. altitude, in full sunlight.When
occurring in low-altitude bushveld, it is browsed by elephants.

Adult
15 m
leaning
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Young
4m

Medium
9m
leaning

17. Senegal Date Palm ( Phoenix reclinata )
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Baby
2m

Root Suckers
1.5 m

17. Senegal Date Palm ( Phoenix reclinata )
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18.

Yellowwood

AFRICA

( Podocarpus falcatus )

Tree, evergreen conifer
Shape : Broad columnar
Origin : Eastern and South-Eastern Africa
Environment : Upland rain forests; occasionally in coastal and sand forests
Climate : Warm, mild, temperate; humid
African Names : Ol-pirripirri (Maasai), Muthengera (Kikuyu), Mvavavi (Chagga),
Outeniekwageelhout (Afrikaans), Umsonti (Zulu)

Notes :
This beautiful conifer is reported to occasionally reach heights of
45 to 60 m. (which make of it one of the tallest African trees),
but is more often found at adult heights of 25-30 m. It is an
upland forest tree, usually growing in the altitude range from
1,500 to 2,400 m. The Maasai people use it’s bark to cure stomachache. The wood is excellent quality, used for furniture and
sculpture.

Adult
25 m
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Medium
15 m

Young
6m

18. Yellowwood ( Podocarpus falcatus )

19.

White (Giant) Bird Of Paradise

AFRICA

( Strelitzia nicolai )

Arboreal Plant
Shape : Upright; clumping
Origin : South-Eastern Africa (Eastern Cape, Natal, Zimbabwe, Mozambique)
Environment : Coastal dune vegetation, evergreen coastal forests
Climate : Warm, mild; salt- and drought-tolerant; frost-intolerant
African Names : Natal Wieldepiesang (Afrikaans), Igceba (Zulu), Ikhamanga
Notes :
Also known as Natal Wild Banana (but not related to real
Banana), this spectacular plant is sometimes classified as tree
because of the huge dimensions (up to 12 m. high and 4 m.
wide) and the tough stem. It grows in dense clumps created
by roots suckers. The leaf blades can reach a length of 2 m. Its
dense formations offer a vital shelter to many bird species of
the sea and river.

Adult
12 m
inside clump
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Medium
5m
Young
2m

Baby
1m

19. White (Giant) Bird Of Paradise ( Strelitzia nicolai )
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20.

Tamarind

AFRICA

( Tamarindus indica )

Tree, semi-evergreen broadleaf
Shape : Broad spreading
Origin : Equatorial Africa (from Nigeria to Madagascar)
Environment : Woodland savannah (often on termitaria), river forests
Climate : Warm to hot (tolerates big heat); frost-intolerant.
African Names : Timbingo (Mandinka) Dakah (Wollof) Mkwaju (Swahili)
Mukoge (Luganda) Moya (Chagga) Tamarind (Afrikaans)

Notes :
Native to Africa, Tamarind is spread today all over the Tropics,
especially in India (hence the name). Native to humid regions, it
tolerates prolonged draught, so you can even find it near deserts!
Since the pods (of great food value) are harvested in the dry
season, Tamarind is often planted by tropical farmers to minimise
the risk of crop failure. It can grow up to 25 mt tall and 12 mt wide,
with a lifespan of 200 years. It can produce up to half a ton of pods
per year!

Adult
25 m
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Medium
15 m
Young
5m

20. Tamarind ( Tamarindus indica )
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